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What is Accelerator Mass spectrometry (AMS)What is Accelerator Mass spectrometry (AMS)

The determination of the concentration of a given radionuclide in a
sample can be done in 2 ways:

a) measure the radiation emitted during the decay

b) count the number of atoms themselves 

In many cases where concentrations and/or small or 
long t1/2 this becomes impractical

1mg carbon = 6 x 107 at 14C               ≡ ~1 decay/hour

In a Mass Spectrometer a sample material is converted to an ion
beam that is then magnetically (and electrostatically) analysed

MS separates ions by their mass only



Goal of AMSGoal of AMS

However in many cases a high background (molecular, isobaric, …)
makes it impossible to separate the ions of interest.

The use of an accelerator in AMS makes it possible to go to much
higher energies (several MeV vs. keV) and the measurement of
a range of properties that do not depend on ionic charge.

- Range
- Stopping power
- TOF

An unambiguous (A, Z) identification would solve this problem

(A, Z)

The high sensitivity of the method makes it possible to measure
down to several counts per hour from a beam of the order of
microamperes (1.6 μA = 1 x 1013 ions).



MS vs. AMSMS vs. AMS
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Principle of AMSPrinciple of AMS
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Typical AMS setupTypical AMS setup



From carbon dating the Ice Man:From carbon dating the Ice Man:

To nuclear Astrophysics:To nuclear Astrophysics:

The measurement of the  cross-section of the 
suspected main production channel  of 44Ti: 
40Ca(α, γ)44Ti

The detection of the decay of 44Ti by Compton gamma-ray obs.

A clear indicator for ongoing 44Ti nucleosynthesis

14C age = 5300 years



Some applications of AMSSome applications of AMS

AMS can be used in many different fields and adapted to different 
isotopes.

The following slides will illustrate:
- the application to environmental studies
- AMS technique developed for  2 different isotopes

AMS is however also applied to: 
- Nuclear physics

(t1/2 measurements, cross-section,…)
- Nuclear astrophysics
- Archeology

(14C,10B,…)



Why is there a need for isotope Why is there a need for isotope 
tracers in sciences?tracers in sciences?

Natural resources 
on Earth are limited

Human activities are
no longer negligible

Therefore a better understanding of environmental 
systems is necessary

The environment is not a controlled laboratory but 
an extremely complex dynamical system

Special tools are needed to trace the main environmental 
transport processes and to determine their dynamics: 

ISOTOPES



Cosmogenic Cosmogenic radionuclidesradionuclides as tracersas tracers
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What potential application of these tracers makes the 
development of a detection technique so important - I

81Kr with t1/2 = 229,000 years, is possibly the only cosmo-
genic radionuclide that has the potential to become an 
absolute chronometer for dating polar ice caps and old 
groundwater. 



Properties ofProperties of 8181KrKr

• Produced in the atmosphere by cosmic ray induced spallation 
and neutron activation of stable krypton

• The atmosphere is the only major reservoir of 81Kr on earth

• The contribution from fission products are negligible

• 81Kr is shielded by stable 81Br from b-decay feeding through mass-81 
fission products.

• The direct 81Kr fission yield has been estimated to be as low as 7x10-11

t1/2 = 230,000 years
81Kr/Kr = 5.2 x 10-13



Why use AMS to measure 81Kr?

The solubility of Kr in ocean water is 9.5x10-5 cm3 STP/liter
1 l of ocean water contains ~1,200 81Kr atoms

This results in 1 radioactive decay in 300 years

Low level counting on very large samples is not possible 
anymore due  to the heavy background of the β-decay of 
anthropogenic 85Kr      

~ 50 years ago modern
(85Kr/Kr: 3x10-18 1.3x10-11 )



AMS for AMS for 8181Kr, three main difficultiesKr, three main difficulties

8181Kr Kr –– 8181Br isobar separation in the cyclotron Br isobar separation in the cyclotron 
((ΔΔcycl.cycl.(M(M/Q)=3 x 10/Q)=3 x 10--44 vs.vs. ΔΔIsob.Isob.(M(M/Q)=4 x 10/Q)=4 x 10--66).).

Small gas samples to be transferred to the Small gas samples to be transferred to the 
ion source ion source ------ SKIPISKIPI
Overall transmission Overall transmission 

(1kg of modern water or ice contains ~1500 (1kg of modern water or ice contains ~1500 
atoms of atoms of 8181Kr)Kr)



MSU EXPERIMENTAL FACILITY

For the purposes of our experiment we used the Superconducting Electron Cyclotron Resonnance ion source
(SCECR) coupled to the K1200 Cyclotron and the A1200 fragment analyser. Our detection system was

mounted at the end of the A1200.



Experimental setup (diagram)Experimental setup (diagram)



Table of the nuclidesTable of the nuclides



Main problem: reduce the Main problem: reduce the 8181Br intensityBr intensity

81Kr17+ + 81Br17+ Stripper foil (Be 18.8 mg/cm2)

A1200

81Br35+

Σ 81Kr (81Krprimary + 81Krreact. Prod)

In order to reduce this factor, a substantial reduction in the Br
Background intensity in the beam must be made



Dating water from the Great Artesian Dating water from the Great Artesian 
Basin of AustraliaBasin of Australia



The GAB sampling tripThe GAB sampling trip



Water samplingWater sampling



Oh the hard life of the scientistOh the hard life of the scientist



Groundwater sample (Watson Creek)Groundwater sample (Watson Creek)



Natural Krypton sampleNatural Krypton sample



Experimental resultsExperimental results

Age (years)Age (years) UncertaintyUncertainty

AtmosphereAtmosphere 00

Raspberry CreekRaspberry Creek 225,000225,000 ±42,000±42,000 ±(12.7% * ±(12.7% * ττ))

OodnadattaOodnadatta 354,000354,000 ±50,500±50,500 ±(15.3% * ±(15.3% * ττ))

Duck HoleDuck Hole 287,000287,000 ±44,200±44,200 ±(13.4% * ±(13.4% * ττ))

Watson CreekWatson Creek 402,000402,000 ±51,000±51,000 ±(15.4% * ±(15.4% * ττ))



What potential application of these tracers makes the 
development of a detection technique so important - II

39Ar with t1/2 = 269 years, it is particularly well suited to study
the "Great Atlantic conveyor belt" with its cycle of 1000 years



Atlantic conveyor belt circulationAtlantic conveyor belt circulation



Concept of the Conveyor beltConcept of the Conveyor belt

The application of 39Ar dating to groundwater is limited by the fact that  
underground production in granitic rock 39K(n,p)39Ar can be substantial. 



Properties ofProperties of 3939ArAr

• Mainly produced through cosmic ray induced spallation on 
argon in the atmosphere 40Ar(n, 2n)39Ar  Q= -9.87 MeV

• Anthropogenic production is estimated to be below 5% [Loosli
1983]

• Subsurface production can be significant in rocks with high 
uranium content 39K(n,p)39Ar

t1/2 = 269 years
39Ar/Ar = 8.1 x 10-16



Activity of 1 l waterActivity of 1 l water

1 l ocean sea  water contains ~ 6500 1 l ocean sea  water contains ~ 6500 
3939Ar atoms (Ar atoms (In ocean water: In ocean water: ArAr solubility solubility ≡≡
0.4 cm0.4 cm33 STP/l)STP/l)

ActivityActivity(t=0)(t=0) =5.3x10=5.3x10--77 BqBq or ~17 decays or ~17 decays 
per year.per year.



How can How can 3939Ar be counted?Ar be counted?

Low Level CountingLow Level Counting
Possible on large samples (~1000 l), done by H.H. Possible on large samples (~1000 l), done by H.H. 
LoosliLoosli in Bernin Bern

LaserLaser
The extremely low concentration makes this a The extremely low concentration makes this a 

very difficult isotope for laser techniquesvery difficult isotope for laser techniques
AMS (with small vol. samples)AMS (with small vol. samples)

several difficulties (several difficulties (ΔΔM/M, low concentration, …)M/M, low concentration, …)



AMS for AMS for 3939ArAr

5 Main difficulties5 Main difficulties
The The 3939Ar/Ar = 8.1x10Ar/Ar = 8.1x10--1616 ratioratio
Isobar separation between Isobar separation between 3939K and K and 3939Ar Ar 
((ΔΔM/M = 1.55x10M/M = 1.55x10--55))
A tandem (as used in traditional AMS lab) A tandem (as used in traditional AMS lab) 
cannot be used for noble gassescannot be used for noble gasses
Source efficiencySource efficiency
Overall transmissionOverall transmission



Principle of the gas filled magnetPrinciple of the gas filled magnet

In the gas filled magnetic region, the discreet charge states coalesce around a 
trajectory defined by the mean charge state of the ion in the gas

Bρ ∝ mv / q-



Gas filled magnet setupGas filled magnet setup
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ATLAS layoutATLAS layout



SplitSplit--Pole Pole EngeEnge SpectrographSpectrograph



Experimental setup IExperimental setup I

Initial beam tuningInitial beam tuning
As it is not possible to tune on As it is not possible to tune on 3939ArAr8+8+ it  was it  was 
decided to use as pilot beam : decided to use as pilot beam : 7878KrKr16+16+ from the from the 
ECR sourceECR source

Beam energyBeam energy
7878KrKr16+16+ Energy: 464 MeV resulting in a Energy: 464 MeV resulting in a 3939ArAr8+8+ beam beam 
with 232 MeV with 232 MeV 

Total transmission ~20% (without stripping)Total transmission ~20% (without stripping)



Later detector setLater detector set--upup
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Using a quartz liner in the plasma chamberUsing a quartz liner in the plasma chamber



How to sample ocean water?How to sample ocean water?



R/V Nathaniel B. PalmerR/V Nathaniel B. Palmer







Nathaniel B.Palmer cruise 0106Nathaniel B.Palmer cruise 0106













Water sampling rosetteWater sampling rosette





Ocean water samplesOcean water samples









Results from May 2002 AMS runResults from May 2002 AMS run

SampleSample CPS/CPS/eeμμAA 3939Ar/ArAr/Ar ““age”age”

nn--actact 2.69x102.69x10--33 5.80x105.80x10--1414

natnatArAr 3.57x103.57x10--55 7.70x107.70x10--1616

SAVE 294/5000SAVE 294/5000 1.67x101.67x10--55 3.59x103.59x10--1616 44% mod.44% mod.

SAVE 294/850SAVE 294/850 2.43x102.43x10--55 5.23x105.23x10--1616 65% mod.65% mod.

Watson creekWatson creek 2.02x102.02x10--66 4.35x104.35x10--1717 5.4% 5.4% 

SAVE 95/4717SAVE 95/4717 1.21x101.21x10--55 2.61x102.61x10--1616 32% mod.32% mod.

natnatArAr 3.96x103.96x10--55 8.53x108.53x10--1616

nn--actact 2.79x102.79x10--33 6.01x106.01x10--1414

3.76 x10-5 ≡ 8.1 x 10-16
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